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Foreword
The International Cooperative Research Group (ICRG)
of the U.S. Overseas Cooperative Development
Council (OCDC) has carried out a series of Legacy
Studies describing USAID’s programmatic influence
through its investments in cooperative development.
In conjunction with other studies carried out in Poland,
Kenya, Philippines, and Peru under the ICRG’s “What
Difference Do Cooperatives Make?” research initiative, the Legacy Series examines what, if any, lasting effects of United States Agency for International
Development (USAID) assistance to the cooperative
sector can be observed in each of the four countries
today (Poland, Kenya, Philippines, and Peru).
Based on secondary and primary data from USAIDfunded projects, this study illuminates the journey that
cooperatives and their representative bodies have taken
Buying and selling produce
is important to many smallscale farmers, positively
contributing to their
livelihood and wellbeing.
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in Peru to reach their present-day status. The Legacy
Series seeks to provide an easily digestible and evidence-based retrospective analysis of the cooperative
sector and its links to USAID assistance. The Legacy
Studies do not provide an exhaustive list of all assistance provided by USAID during this period; rather, they
leverage examples that illustrate USAID assistance and
look at the ways that this assistance has contributed to
the vibrancy of diverse sectors.
Whereas the Legacy Studies in other countries focus
on USAID support from the 1990s onward, due to the
unique development of the cooperative sector in Peru,
this Legacy Study begins post-2009. To suit, the period
of the Legacy Study in Peru covers a different time, but
the scope of the study remains the same. The purpose
of the Peru Legacy Study is to highlight the various ways
that USAID investments—past and present—have contributed to the growth and success of the cooperative
sector. Many of the examples are drawn from assistance
delivered under USAID’s Cooperative Development
Program that together have built capacity and supported access to markets through cooperatives.
1
2

Secondary and primary sources for this study include (a)
input from the ICRG’s Peru Context Study, (b) a review of
project reports available through USAID’s Development
Experience Clearinghouse (DEC), and (c) over 20 key
informant interviews with US-based Cooperative
Development Organization (CDO) representatives,
Peruvian partners, and former project partners and implementers.1 The primary research took place through
in-person and phone interviews in May 2019 and during
July and August 2020. Among the interviewees in Peru
were cooperative leaders, apex organizations, government officials, academics, and practitioners. Interviews
followed a general framework and were tailored to
match interviewees’ particular expertise.
Barbara Czachorska-Jones was the primary author
of the study with substantive input by ICRG staff: Dr.
Judith Hermanson, Leah Lucas, Nicholas Hung, and
consultant Milton Funes.

Many of these Cooperative Development Organizations are OCDC members.

Introduction
Over time, cooperative policies have changed both in
Peru and within the international development sector.
During the 1990s, USAID investments in the agricultural sector in Peru addressed issues such as eradicating
illicit crop production, decreasing environmental damage, and countering terrorism. These programs, even if
not directly supporting cooperatives, promoted the diversification of crops and strengthened households’ and
communities’ economic development. By 2009, Peru
had become an upper middle-income country with a
GNI per capita of $3,970.2 To accompany the country’s
economic growth, USAID programs began to focus on
economic interventions that could further the country’s
progress toward prosperity.
Recognizing the importance of cooperatives in Peru,
USAID Peru began to offer targeted cooperative support to further the professionalization of cooperative
businesses and improve performance and efficiency.
The following sections of this report will detail USAID’s
support for cooperatives as a vehicle for advancing
2

agricultural market systems in Peru, increasing members’ access to finance, supporting capacity building
of members, and working toward greater economic
inclusion and sustainability. While the overall impact
of USAID support for cooperatives is greater than the
sum of all the parts presented here, the various themes
highlighted in this legacy report are illustrative of the
wide-reaching development impacts brought about by
USAID’s cooperative development programs.

Traditional patterns and
mementos of the past add
to the rich cultural context
of modern-day Peru.

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GNP.PCAP.CD?locations=PE.
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Agricultural Market Systems
USAID has helped forge alliances between key agribusiness partners by introducing integrated value chain interventions, boosting the efficiency and product quality
for farmers to be more competitive both domestically
and internationally. Programs involving multiple actors
along the value chain – such as investors, buyers,
agro-industrial cooperatives, NGOs, and financial service providers – are a common feature of USAID and
other international donor-funded programs in Peru.
One such example is the Peru Cacao Alliance (Alianza
Cacao Peru), launched by USAID in 2012 and renewed
in 2016. This public-private partnership of more than 30
businesses and cooperatives working in the cacao and
chocolate-manufacturing industry has benefitted thousands of farming families in the regions of San Martin,
Huánuco and Ucayali.
By making the cacao value chain more competitive, smallholder producers have benefitted from

4

improvements to their livelihoods. Several organizations
implementing USAID-funded programs in Peru noted
that cooperatives were useful as production and marketing organizations, confirming their heightened role
in transforming the agribusiness landscape.3 Through
NCBA CLUSA’s Creating an Enabling Environment for
Cooperative Expansion (CECE) project, NCBA CLUSA
organized the Coop Marketing School, connecting cooperatives with each other and their products to domestic and international markets through the utilization
of digital tools and social networks.4 Planned through
2023, NCBA CLUSA’s work includes other initiatives to
improve the enabling environments that cooperatives
occupy, enhance support to and business performance
of cooperatives.5
Partnerships with the private sector support buyers’ need
for quality assurance and efficient supply chains. USAID
connected growers to buyers through 54 cooperatives

3

https://www.unodc.org/pdf/publications/alt-development_andean.pdf.
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https://ncbaclusa.coop/blog/ncba-clusa-peru-launches-the-coop-marketing-school/.
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https://ncbaclusa.coop/project/usaid-cdp-creating-an-environment-for-cooperative-expansion/.

and associations, helping 19,000 farmers meet buyers’
volume and quality standards.6 Multiple USAID success
stories illustrate how beneficial cooperative linkages are
for farmers.7 According to Equal Exchange, an OCDC
member organization, during the last decade, Peru’s
smallholder cooperatives consolidated their operations
and provided a more favorable market position for tens
of thousands of smallholders.8 Equal Exchange partnered
with a number of Peruvian cooperatives in improving the
capitalization, productivity, and overall quality of cacao
supply chains. This resulted in a productivity increase of
more than 100% - and farmers making more than $5 million in quality premiums. Equal Exchange’s program not
only directly addressed concerns of quality and volume
standards but also reduced the incentives for illicit crops.9
Cooperatives help farmers invest in their own capabilities
and ensure the short and long-term successes of their
members, leading to more resilient communities and
strengthening the industry.

6

https://www.usaid.gov/peru/our-work/alternative-development, updated 2020.

7

In https://www.usaid.gov/results-data/success-stories/coca-farmer-chocolate-maker.

8

https://equalexchange.coop/history-of-coffee-in-peru.

9

https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/USAID_Cooperative_Development_Program_Fact_Sheet.pdf.

Street vendor sells food
from her mobile stall in
Lima. In 2017, women
comprised 43% of
cooperative membership.
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Access to Financial Services and Credit
Credit and savings cooperatives – active since the early 1950s and instrumental in extending credit to small
farm operators – have continued to tackle the issue
of low credit accessibility in rural Peru to give communities a chance to grow. Cooperative development
organizations have found that by working with producer groups, rather than individual producers, they
can reduce the risk of default by guaranteeing loans
and applying social pressure for repayment. The World
Council of Credit Unions (WOCCU) explains, ‘The producers must exhibit a minimum level of organization—at
least meeting and working together in groups— in order
to aggregate sufficient volume for larger buyers, permit
group purchases of inputs at lower costs, and reduce
the cost of servicing the loans.’ 10

FENACREP, a country-wide representative organization, was founded in 1959 to carry out ‘representation,
defense, education, and technical assistance to the
Savings and Credit Cooperatives of Peru (COOPAC).’11
Sectoral support, delivered through the U.S.-based
Credit Union National Association (CUNA), has also
proved essential, and in 1970, led to the creation of
the Latin American Confederation of Credit Unions
(COLAC), a regional credit union organization aimed
at strengthening the Latin American cooperative sector. With funding from the Inter-American Development
Bank (IDB), ‘COLAC was fundamental in the development of cooperatives in Peru from the 70s until the
mid-90s.’12 A series of projects funded by IDB involved
lending to national credit union associations, member
credit unions, and credit union members. 13

10 WOCCU VC Finance Manual, p. 7.
11 La Federación Nacional De Cooperativas De Ahorro Y Crédito Del Perú. https://www.fenacrep.org/1-10-nosotros#id.
12 [Quispe; Romo, FENACREP]
13 Adams (1995) p. 11. IDB stopped funding COLAC in late 1980s. The importance of donor support to FENACREP’s development
was stressed by Deputy Manager, Cesar Quispe.
6

The persistent need to expand the reach of financial services created an opportunity for WOCCU to partner with
FENACREP. In 2005, the partners prepared and submitted an unsolicited proposal to USAID, intended to promote
agriculture credit through rural cooperatives. The resulting
Credit Union Market Integration Program (CUMIP) was
funded and implemented between 2006–2009, achieving
an impressive 50% increase in total assets and a 79.2%
increase in savings mobilized.14 One of CUMIP’s goals was
to link credit unions in Peru’s Andean and Amazonian regions with farmers who lacked strong linkages with key
markets. The strategy developed during CUMIP’s implementation was later described in WOCCU’s Value Chain
Finance Implementation Manual, which explained each
step necessary to link agriculture cooperatives to other
value chain actors and credit unions: ‘[CUMIP] is beneficial because transactional costs are kept to a minimum
and services are affordable and easy.’15

14 Program Brief Peru. Increasing Access to Financial Services
and Improving Value Chain Linkages. http://www.woccu.org/
documents/Peru_WOCCU-USAID_12-08.
15 [Azar, WOCCU]; Another important statement: “Credit
unions care about the price of loans as well as financial education
and building relationships, which are incredibly important.”

Úrsula, a member of coffee cooperative Norandino, shows off their crop in Sapse. The
inclusion of women in the cooperative system expands the cooperative benefits across
gender lines.
Special thanks to Equal Exchange, a member of OCDC. Photo by Alfred Ruffner.
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Driving across a bridge
in Pilluana, province
Picota, region San Martin,
Peru. Pre-pandemic,
travel and tourism
contributed to 10.1%
of the country’s overall
GDP and supported
over 1.3 million jobs.

A former CUMIP Chief of Party argued that the most
significant legacy of the WOCCU-FENACREP partnership was the introduction and promotion of rural
credit, which helped cooperatives connect with a new
market that was not necessarily linked to agriculture
activities. Today, more than 10 years after the end of
the program, participant cooperatives continue promoting micro and small business development. Today,
although cooperative membership has not significantly
increased, members’ borrowing capacity is five times
higher.16 In 2009, the Value Chain Finance methodology developed by WOCCU-FENACREP was awarded
USAID’s inaugural Innovations in Financing Value Chains
award.17 One notable lasting legacy of the partnership
between CUNA and WOCCU was the introduction of
PEARLS, WOCCU’s financial monitoring system, into
Peru.18 PEARLS offered management guidance, promoted financial discipline for participant cooperatives,
and enhanced financial inclusion across Peru, including
in rural areas.

In 2009, USAID and the savings and credit cooperatives of San Martín and Tocache signed a Cooperation
Agreement offering a package of financial services to
farmers and productive organizations to strengthen the
development and commercialization of products such
as coffee, cocoa, and fruits. In 2011, USAID and the
Grameen Foundation provided a credit guarantee to
ABACO, the largest Japanese-Peruvian cooperative, to
work with multiple rural Peruvian microfinance institutions to reduce transaction costs and increase access
to financial resources.
With increased access to credit and funding opportunities, Peruvian entrepreneurs can pursue their goals
unfettered by onerous financial burden. Ideas that
otherwise would be inaccessible can become a reality due to accessible financial institutions. At the same
time, cooperative efforts in the financial field strengthen
the sector by establishing standards of excellence and
structure that creates a more robust financial system for
all Peruvians to share in its growth.

16 [Galarza, WOCCU-CUMIP]
17 Azar, WOCCU. See also https://www.marketlinks.org/sites/marketlinks.org/files/resource/files/value_chain_techguide.pdf
18 [Romo, FENACREP]
8

Capacity-building and Member Training
Cooperatives offer significant vocational benefits to their
members, including small-scale farmers. Small-scale farmers who own small parcels of land face ever-increasing
global competition, and thus, benefit from cooperatives’
support to meet their production goals, achieve the desired
quality and quantity, and increase efficiency in production.
Through cooperatives, farmers have been introduced to
innovative technologies, allowing them to develop stronger
linkages and lateral relationships with other cooperatives
as well as previously unknown value chain actors. ‘Co-op
to co-op exposure is one of the best ways to learn. […]
When producers get together, they learn from each other. They stay in touch and ask questions. These informal
interactions and networking become very effective and
last. Programs that facilitate such exchanges are particularly useful.’19 Some programs link business schools with
local businesses through internships and apprenticeships.

In this way, they offer future co-op managers the opportunity to be trained in ‘live’ business environments. USAID’s
willingness to support educational linkages benefits cooperatives and contributes to closing skills gaps in rural Peru
while expanding capacity and reducing dependency.20
ACDI/VOCA’s program included curriculum to promote
good coop practices. Ninety-six (96) producer organization leaders and board members were trained in operations and financial management, including risk mitigation
mechanisms available to managers when buying and selling coffee. Efforts by ACDI/VOCA to bring cooperatives
new and old together resulted in a significant change in
producer mindsets: ‘We worked with a mix of old and
new co-ops. Some were 50 years old, some were newer, existing for the last 8–10 years. Some were small,
while two had over 2000 members. But it was easy to

19 [Ryan, ACDI/VOCA]
20 Trimmell, ACDI/VOCA Peru, observed that while some large 5000+ member co-ops benefitted from USAID’s or UNOPS funding
invested to ‘prop up, build, or strengthen’ cooperatives, local capacity was lacking causing significant issues and undermining the
results of such investments. https://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PA00K187.pdf. Mantilla, GENEX-CDP-Peru expressed a similar view:
‘Investing in people is important and sharing the technical knowledge. This is a good idea.’

Strengthening
cooperative
members’
capacity results in
strengthening the
cooperative sector:
cooperatives
benefit in the
immediate term
through increased
efficiency and
efficacy and in
the long term,
better trained
professionals ...
better trained
professionals
promote sustainable
and effective
practices and are
better equipped for
future success.
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see that most had [a] commodity and volume[-oriented]
mindset, rather than quality. They had no previous exposure to quality.’21

Rickshaws line up waiting
for customers in Iquitos.
As of 2017, cooperatives
were active in Peru in
all sectors of economy,
including agriculture,
financial, consumer,
housing, transport,
and mining sectors.

Working from this foundation, Equal Exchange set
about building ‘a culture of information sharing,’ which
allowed local and U.S.-based partners to communicate
on equal footing. ‘Partnerships with U.S. businesses like Equal Exchange are a widely-accepted feature
and practice in today’s programs. This is an extremely
useful way to learn about commercial issues, business
to business! We have knowledge of local markets but
outsider[s] like EE [brought] a different perspective.’22
Equal Exchange focused particularly on re-orienting
partner cooperatives’ perspectives from short to long
term. ‘Cooperatives changed over the years; now it is all
about sustainability. Before, co-ops tried to get money
from any source they could. Now they think about how
to survive and sustain their work over years to come.

Training is very important to achieve that result.’23
For Technoserve, integrating ‘farming as a business’ –
one of four core modules taught at farmer field schools
– into decision-making was key. This approach helped
producers view their farms as sustainable businesses, where smart investments could yield consistent and
substantial profits.24 In their award-winning Value Chain
Financing project, WOCCU brought together different
actors to discuss plans, analyze findings, and develop
solutions for increasing value chain efficiency and competitiveness. Through a WOCCU-organized Value Chain
Actors’ Workshop, participants learned to facilitate and
leverage market linkages. ‘WOCCU has found that these
workshops increase buy-in and participation from value chain actors and help solidify relationships among
them. In many cases, the workshop is the first-time that
small producers—who primarily work through marketing
intermediaries—have direct, face-to-face contact with

21 [Ryan, ACDI/VOCA]
22 [Coronado, EE-CDP-Peru]
23 [Ibid]
24 P. 25, https://www.technoserve.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/case-study-building-a-sustainable-and-competitive-cocoavalue-chain-in-peru.pdf.
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buyers and marketing agents. Building these relationships and facilitating mutually beneficial arrangements
among the actors is critical to creating market-driven
financing arrangements sustainable beyond the current
production season.’25
Stronger institutions and better trained staff are vital in
guaranteeing benefits and maximizing returns on investment – of time, funding, and effort – for members and
consumers alike. Stronger sectors are self-sustaining
and more resilient, more efficient in the day-to-day and
are better prepared to weather shocks in times of crisis.
Cooperative members share information and experiences, preparing each other for success.

Cusco’s cityscape, with the Andes in the
background. Cooperatives are present throughout
all regions of Peru. In 2017, Cusco was home
to 84 or 6.7% of all Peruvian cooperatives.

25 WOCCU VC Manual, p. 11.
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Economic Inclusion and Sustainability
Addressing inequality in Peruvian society, including gender, is a primary concern for USAID, and cooperatives
have contributed substantially to economic inclusion and

When offered an opportunity, Peruvian women entrepreneurs emerge as successful cooperative members and
leaders. WOCCU reported impressive statistics regarding

sustainability. The role of women is recognized by USAID
as key to impacting economic activity, and cooperatives
offer women members opportunities to learn new skills,
gain new tools, and take on leadership roles.26

membership of rural women, including 156 new groups
and 2,200 new members, an increase in savings of more
than $100,000, and increased access to credit – almost
$800,000, with 0% delinquency. Every dollar and every
member represent lives changed by cooperatives.

ACDI/VOCA’s project in supporting licit value chains included working with women in Peru in the mid-2010’s
to change attitudes towards gender equity. ACDI/
VOCA’s Senior Director Thelonious Trimmell noted that
men were historically more vocal in cooperative decision-making.27 Even noting the positive progress in the
last decade for women’s economic participation and
advancement, Trimmell remarked, “There remains work
to be done to increase opportunities for women to be
in positions of decision making in Peru and throughout
Latin America.”

Economic inclusion will be for naught if cooperatives
do not achieve and maintain a viable business model,
with diversified sources of investment and support. To
increase cooperatives’ independence, and thus sustainability, it is necessary that they are not overly dependent
on donor funding. ‘Debt finance is seen as a quick fix,
but when the borrower’s equity is too low, credit becomes too costly and risky. Over-leveraging debt financing is not just risky; it is also a bad financial habit that
was one of the principal weaknesses of PDA-supported
producer groups.’28

26 [Coronado, EE-CDP-Peru]
27 [Trimmell, ACDI/VOCA] From 2011-2012, Mr. Trimmell was the Chief of Party of a USAID project in Peru.
12

28 Chemonics (2012), Transforming communities… p. 30.

USAID partnered with Equal Exchange on an innovative cooperative development program to help cocoa
cooperatives understand the underlying concepts,
methodology, and benefits of member equity. The
project – delivered between 2010-2019 – now serves
as a model for other local cooperatives. The project
held that cooperative members were ‘not too poor to
invest.’ As of 2017, the total amount of member equity and savings generated from the five partner cooperatives stood at $4.8 million.29 Beyond the financial
benefits, Equal Exchange observed that when farmers
invest in their cooperatives, they develop an ownership
stake that creates a much stronger and tangible bond.
‘With an ownership stake comes an ownership voice,
and farmers have the responsibility to engage with the
cooperative and help guide the organization as a business.’30 Furthermore, investments from members create
a healthy cycle with positive impacts for farmers, cooperatives, and communities.31
29 For a summary of project results including in areas of
quality and productivity, see: https://equalexchange.coop/
usaid-cooperative-development-program.

Traditional weaving by a woman in Colca Cañón

30 [Weihe, 2015]
31 Final project report p.25-26.
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Cooperatives have been effective partners in promoting
gender inclusivity and sustainable business practices.
Fundamentally, cooperatives are led by their principles
to function as democratic and accessible institutions
that promote the equitable inclusion of both men and
women in sharing their successes. Similarly, cooperatives are forward-minded entities, aware and actively
engaged in the sustainability of their environment, their
community, and their members.

Fisherman from Lobitos district in Talara
province work together to launch a fishing boat.
Collaboration to achieve a common goal is a basic
tenant of cooperative life and operations.
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Conclusion
Numerous factors have contributed to Peru’s development journey over the past 15 years, certainly it is
important to note impacts of USAID’s alternative development programs, which have promoted the diversification of crops away from coca and toward alternative
economic pathways. Understanding the benefits for
local families, cooperatives largely accepted the cultivation of alternative crops. Key impacts of USAID’s legacy
on cooperatives and multisectoral development impacts
are summarized below.

•

Changes in agri-business and the ways that cooperatives engage with other economic actors today have
led to better integrated value chains. Cooperatives
leverage regional, national, and international partnerships and alliances to promote trust-building and
collaborative interactions. As they learn from these
new lateral and vertical relations, they become more
responsive and knowledgeable about market and
member needs and develop into integral local value chain partners. Through these multi-stakeholder,

donor-supported programs, cooperatives have lifted
thousands of rural Peruvian families out of poverty,
while also shifting their economic livelihoods away
from coca cultivation.32

•

•

Sectoral organizations such as FENACREP and
WOCCU, as well as donor organizations like USAID,
have delivered invaluable financial support and
training to credit unions to broaden access to financial
tools. While digitization still poses various challenges,
credit unions have been able to reach individuals and
areas where traditional financial institutions, do not
or will not go. Further, USAID’s support for increasing member equity have brought enormous positive benefits and increased financial independence of
members.
USAID’s promotion of adult learning and upskilling
programs, which have shown results vis-à-vis networking, adapting to new challenges, and developing new processes and solutions based on evidence,

32 https://www.usaid.gov/peru/our-work/alternative-development.
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and developing a culture of knowledge sharing, have
also had substantial positive impacts. Such techniques, along with Farmer-to-Farmer, field school, or
cooperative-to-cooperative exchanges allow peers
to learn from each other’s innovative approaches to
shared problems.

•

Lastly, cooperatives have community impacts beyond their membership base. Due to their local
character and predisposition to resolve commonly experienced problems—whether environmental,
health, economic, or emergency response—USAID
programs bring about transformative community integration and build local social capital.

Ongoing USAID support for the cooperative sector will
be integral to expand economic and social developments, mobilize domestic resources, and institutionalize reforms enacted over the past several decades
to prepare all Peruvians for sustainable, inclusive, and
resilient success.

Oxapampa—in the Pasco region—as seen from above. Many regions
in Peru are home to cooperatives that unite small-scale farmers to
increase their capacities and consolidate their producer power.
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Interviews Conducted
Interviews conducted in July and August 2020

Guzman, Oscar - WOCCU-CDP-Peru, Lima, Peru

Azar, Stephanie Grell - WOCCU Program Manager,
Washington DC, USA

Inocente, Oscar - NCBA/CLUSA-CDP-Peru, Lima, Peru

Balarezo, Nelson Torres – Researcher at the Institute of
Peru, Lima, Cusco, Peru
Barash, Mahlon - former CHF International’s Senior
Housing Micro-Finance Specialist, (1978-82), Lima,
Peru
Bonfiglio, Giovanni - Researcher at the Institute of Peru,
Lima, Peru
Coronado, Paola - Country Director, EE-CDP-Peru,
Lima, Peru
Funes, Milton – former CHF International project
manager in Peru (2002-2004), Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Galarza, Luis Jiménez - former WOCCU Chief of Party
on CUMIP program, Quito, Ecuador (2006-2009)

Mantilla, Joe - Chief of Party for GENEX CDP Peru,
Lima, Peru
Rhody, Matt - GENEX Global Development Administrator,
Shawano, WI, USA
Romo, Marco Antonio - Capacity Development Manager
at FENACREP, Lima, Peru
Ryan T.J. - Manager of ACDI/VOCA Project in Peru
(2011-2013), Washington, DC, USA
Trimmell, Thelonious - Country Director on ACDI/VOCA
project in Peru (2011-2013), MN, USA
Webb, Richard – Director, Institute of Peru, San Martin
University, Lima, Peru
Weihe, Ted - International Expert, USA
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Interviews conducted May 6–11, 2019
Baba Nakao, Luis - Former President, ABACO
Cooperative
Balarezo, Nelson Torres - Cooperative Researcher, San
Martin University
Basso, Winffel Oscar - Cooperatives Superintendent,
Superintendency of Bank and Insurances (SBS)
Bonfiglio, Giovanni - Researcher, The Peru Institute, San
Martin University
Cabello, Urquiaga Luz - Capacity Building Specialist,
Cooperatives Directorate, Ministry of Production,
PRODUCE
Castillo, Castillo Lorenzo - General Manager, National
Coffee Board (JNC)
Guillen, Edinov Anchahua - Cooperative Specialist,
Ministry of Production, PRODUCE
Marin, Wilson
Cajamarca
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-

General

Manager,

RONDESA,

Niezen, Alejandro Ernesto - Former President, Fondo
Mi Vivienda
Quispe Cesar - Deputy Manager, National Federation of
Credit and Savings Cooperatives (FENACREP)
Romo, Marco Antonio - Technical Assistance Manager,
National Federation of Credit and Savings Cooperatives
(FENACREP)
Vasquez, Abraham - General Manager, San Pio X,
Cajamarca
Webb, Richard - Director at CUANTO Institute, San Martin
University

CDP at a Glance
Launched in 2001, the United States Agency for
International Development (USAID) Cooperative
Development Program (CDP has strengthened cooperatives in more than 35 countries across Africa,
Latin America, and Southeast Asia. The Cooperative
Development Program is a competitive USAID grant opportunity that supports U.S. Cooperative Development
Organizations’ (CDOs) work with local cooperatives
and other member-owned businesses around the
world to respond to community needs in key sectors
of intervention.
The CDP, the latest in a long and storied legacy building on decades of effective cooperative assistance
initiatives, is designed to advance locally owned development and empower local actors to take the lead
in identifying and addressing development challenges by improving cooperative business performance,
creating environments where cooperatives can thrive,
and enhancing the development community’s support to cooperatives.
A Naranjillo Cooperative member harvests cacao in a rainforest near Tingo Maria.
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Key CDO Contributions in Peru (2010-2020)
Equal Exchange

NCBA CLUSA

Fostered knowledge-sharing among coffee cooperatives in order to build a culture of information sharing
and member equity buy-in. Their work led cooperative
members to reorient from short-term goals to long-term
growth and serves as a model for other cooperatives.

Promoted the use of digital tools and social networks
to support cooperatives in Peru, reinvigorating communication within and between cooperatives through the
Coop Marketing School as a part of NCBA CLUSA’s
Creating an Enabling Environment for Cooperative
Expansion (CECE) project, tasked in developing the capacity of cooperatives, of their support organizations,
and of their enabling environments.

WOCCU
Helped all SACCOs adopt performance and training
standards that helped make financial cooperatives
stronger. WOCCU’s regulatory work led to the licensing
of highly efficient SACCOs, allowing the whole sub-sector to achieve phenomenal growth.
ACDI/VOCA
Worked with academic institutions to address the need
for broad education and more efficient ways to apply
new technologies.
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GENEX
Provided business-planning guidance, technical assistance, access to affordable finance, training, and
network opportunities to cooperatives to improve their
governance and to improve the overall resiliency and
efficiency of dairy cooperatives in Peru through their
Strengthening Farmer Cooperative Competitiveness
strategy.
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